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Learning-dependent neuronal activity across the larval zebrafish 
brain

Matthew Lovett-Barron
Neurobiology Section, Division of Biological Sciences University of California, San Diego La Jolla, 
CA, USA

Abstract

Learning changes the activity of neurons across multiple brain regions, but the significance of this 

distributed organization remains poorly understood, owing in part to the difficulty of observing 

brain-wide activity patterns in commonly used mammalian model systems. This review discusses 

the promise of using the small and optically accessible nervous system of larval zebrafish to study 

the brain-wide networks that encode experience. I discuss the opportunities and challenges of 

studying learning and memory in the larval zebrafish, the lessons learned from recent studies of 

brain-wide imaging during experience-dependent behavior, and the potential for using zebrafish 

neurotechnology to understand the physiological principles and behavioral significance of 

distributed memory networks.
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Highlighted papers
Andalman et al., 2019
The authors found that zebrafish larvae would enter into a passive motor state after prolonged exposure to inescapable stress. The 
authors then found that this learned passivity was encoded by the accumulative activity of neurons in the lateral/ventral habenula, and 
exert their effects on behavior through interactions with dorsal raphe serotonin neurons.
Harmon et al., 2017
The authors describe a classical conditioning task for paralyzed larvae, allowing for in vivo whole-cell recordings of multiple 
cerebellar neuron classes during this task. The authors found that many classes of cerebellar neurons change their stimulus-evoked 
spiking properties over the course of learning.
Kawashima et al., 2016
The authors trained larvae to store a short-term memory of motor-sensory gain. Using whole-brain light sheet imaging and cellular 
manipulations, they found that this memory is maintained by the persistent activity of dorsal raphe serotonin neurons.
Lin et al., 2020
The authors trained larvae in an operant conditioning task, where fish would execute a directional tail movement to turn off a noxious 
thermal stimulus. Light field imaging revealed movement-predictive activity in the cerebellum that scaled with learning.
Mu et al., 2019
The authors found that, in the absence of sensory feedback, zebrafish will “give up” and no longer attempt to swim when such actions 
are in vain. Whole-brain imaging of neurons and glia revealed a circuit that links visual feedback detection in brainstem 
norepinephrine neurons to movement cessation via calcium accumulation and signaling in radial glial cells.
Vladimirov et al., 2018
The authors establish methods to rapidly identify the functional properties of neurons in whole-brain recordings, to target these 
neurons for single-cell ablations and optogenetic manipulations. This platform for online cellular manipulations of any functionally-
defined population of neurons across the brain will allow for the study of interacting brain-wide engrams.
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Introduction

The capacity to store and recall information about the external world allows organisms to 

adjust their behavior based on their specific experiences. Studying learning and memory in 

diverse animal species has substantially contributed to our understanding of how nervous 

systems can store and recall memories. Despite the prominence of the laboratory mouse in 

modern neuroscience, multiple non-mammalian species have played critical roles in 

advancing the study of learning and memory (Yartsev 2017; Laurent 2020; Keifer and 

Summers 2016). For instance, the sea slug Aplysia californica has been an important model 

species for understanding the cellular basis of neuronal plasticity and synaptic potentiation, 

owing to its large identifiable neurons and robust behavioral conditioning (Hawkins, Kandel, 

and Bailey 2006). The vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster has also played an essential role, 

by advancing our understanding of the genes and molecules that influence learning and 

memory, owing to its advanced genetic toolkit and short generation time (Dubnau and Tully 

1998). In recent years, the study of memory has increasingly emphasized the role of 

distributed neural networks in the storage and recall of learned experiences (Josselyn and 

Tonegawa 2020; Roy et al. 2019; Vetere et al. 2017); in this review I will discuss why the 

unique features of another non-mammalian model system—the larval zebrafish—can 

provide valuable insights into the brain-wide organization of neural networks for learning 

and remembering.

Many research programs are presently focused on studying learning and memory at the level 

of neural circuits, with a particular emphasis on finding “engrams” - sets of neurons whose 

activity patterns and synaptic connections encode specific experiences. These neurons are 

identified as being active during memory formation, and whose experimental activation can 

induce behaviors similar to natural memory recall (Josselyn and Tonegawa 2020; Tonegawa 

et al. 2015; Josselyn, Köhler, and Frankland 2015). These “engram” neurons have been 

found in multiple locations across the rodent brain (Josselyn and Tonegawa 2020; Josselyn, 

Köhler, and Frankland 2015; Vetere et al. 2017; Roy et al. 2019; Tonegawa, Morrissey, and 

Kitamura 2018; Hebb 2005; Choi et al. 2018), providing support for the concept of 

“distributed engrams”, where the neurons and circuits encoding experiences are distributed 

across multiple interconnected brain regions.

Despite substantial progress in this field, a number of fundamental questions about 

distributed engrams remain unanswered: Do neurons in each brain region encode unique 

information, or are they redundant? What are the dynamics of engram neuron interactions 

within and between brain regions? Are some regions or neurons more important than others? 

How do distributed networks respond to localized injuries or neural circuit failures?

One challenge to answering these questions lies in the choice of model system. The majority 

of this research is conducted in mice, where even the most advanced modern methods in 

neuroscience impose limits on experimenters. For instance, one can study the entire mouse 

brain by visualizing the distribution of neurons with activity-dependent gene expression after 

a given experience (Ramirez et al. 2015; DeNardo et al. 2019; Ye et al. 2016; Josselyn, 

Köhler, and Frankland 2015), but the precise activity patterns of these neurons are unknown 

(see discussion in Box 1). Alternatively, real-time neural activity can be recorded from 
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behaving animals with cellular-level calcium imaging or electrophysiology, but only from 

small numbers of neurons at a time (Figure 1a). Therefore, the critical information that can 

be obtained by real-time recording of all memory-encoding neurons across learning and 

recall cannot be obtained.

A unique role for larval zebrafish in the study of learning and memory

As an alternative to rodents, larval zebrafish are particularly well suited to study the 

physiological basis and cellular mechanisms of memory storage across distributed brain-

wide networks—owing to their small size, optical transparency, and shared anatomy with 

other vertebrates, including mammals (Chiu and Prober 2013; Lovett-Barron et al. 2017). 

One-to-two week old zebrafish are amenable to simultaneous recording of all neurons in the 

brain during behavior (Figure 1b), using light microscopy to image from behaving fish that 

express genetically encoded activity indicators under broad neuronal promoters (Ahrens and 

Engert 2015; Vanwalleghem, Ahrens, and Scott 2018; Ahrens et al. 2013) (Figure 1c). These 

experiments are commonly performed in head-tethered fish, though newly developed 

tracking microscopes have now made this possible in freely-swimming fish (Kim et al. 2017; 

Cong et al. 2017; Marques et al. 2020). Furthermore, recent advances have demonstrated 

that neural population recordings can be aligned to post hoc image-based measures of 

multiplexed gene expression and neural connectivity (Lovett-Barron et al. 2017, 2020; 

Hildebrand et al. 2017; Vishwanathan et al. 2017) (Figure 1d), allowing for simultaneous 

recording of many neurons with diverse gene expression and connectivity profiles. Finally, 

genetic targeting strategies permit imaging of specific neuron subtypes and subcellular 

compartments, as well as optical, chemical, and genetic manipulation of neural activity and 

gene expression (Vanwalleghem, Ahrens, and Scott 2018; Antinucci et al. 2020; Dal 

Maschio et al. 2017).

Here I will outline recent studies that leverage these experimental advantages to discover 

experience-dependent neural dynamics across the zebrafish brain. I will also discuss new 

behavioral paradigms for studying learning and memory in fish, and evaluate the challenges 

and opportunities for the advancement of these studies in the future.

Brain-wide imaging of experience-dependent neural dynamics

A number of studies have examined experience-dependent changes in neural activity across 

the zebrafish brain in response to associative or non-associative learning tasks. There is a 

large body of work in multiple fish species examining habituation of the acoustic startle 

response and associated plasticity of the giant escape-promoting Mauthner neuron, but this 

is reviewed elsewhere (López-Schier 2019). While this work will not be discussed here, it is 

worth noting that some forms of experience-dependent plasticity, such as habituation, may 

not involve brain-wide networks to the same extent as other forms of learning and memory. 

Below, we outline progress in understanding the neural basis of several other associative and 

non-associative learning tasks in zebrafish larvae.
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Short-term motor learning

Zebrafish larvae will adjust their swimming vigor to visual feedback, in order to maintain 

their position in the environment (Ahrens et al. 2012; Portugues and Engert 2011). For 

instance, fish will swim more if each swimming action moderately moves them forward, but 

will swim less if each action propels them a greater distance. Kawashima and colleagues 

(Kawashima et al. 2016) used this paradigm to train larval zebrafish to swim with a 

persistently high or low motor vigor, using fictive swimming (measured as the electrical 

activity of motor neuron inputs to tail muscles in paralyzed fish) as a proxy for swimming 

intent. The authors found that such a learned motor-sensory gain is retained after a delay 

with no stimulus, and scales with the duration of training.

Using light sheet imaging in fish expressing a pan-neuronal calcium indicator to measure 

activity across the brain, the authors found that the activity of serotonin-releasing neurons in 

the dorsal raphe nucleus changes during the training period—increasing during high gain 

training (low motor vigor), or decreasing during low gain training (high motor vigor)—and 

is maintained over the delay period. Manipulations of these neurons demonstrated that the 

persistent activity of serotonin neurons serves to track the effectiveness of motor actions on 

sensory feedback, to guide the vigor of subsequent movements (Kawashima et al. 2016). In 

future studies it will be interesting to determine how the memory-related activity of 

serotonin-releasing neurons is able to persistently modulate motor behavior, given the 

complex and widely distributed expression of serotonin receptors (Norton, Folchert, and 

Bally-Cuif 2008).

Learned passivity

Zebrafish larvae can learn to adapt their motor actions to achieve a variety of goals, such as 

reducing energy expenditure when their actions are futile. Two groups have recently 

investigated the neural correlates of this experience-dependent behavior - a form of learned 

passivity or “giving up”.

In one study, Andalman and colleagues (Andalman et al. 2019) found that 1.5–2 week old 

zebrafish exposed to inescapable shocks would first attempt to escape from these aversive 

stimuli, but then transitioned into a prolonged state of behavioral passivity - no longer 

attempting to move because their actions were futile. Using whole brain light-field and two-

photon calcium imaging, the authors found that the number of active neurons in the ventral 

habenula (homologue of the mammalian lateral habenula) gradually increased over this 

experience. Optogenetic manipulations and network modeling demonstrated that these 

habenula neurons control behavioral passivity through their mutual interactions with 

serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus.

In a second study, Mu and colleagues (Mu et al. 2019) examined fish in a closed-loop 

optomotor assay, where the fish’s fictive swimming behavior updated their visual 

environment (similar to (Ahrens et al. 2012; Kawashima et al. 2016)). When the authors 

suddenly made these swimming behaviors ineffective - no longer influencing the visual 

environment - fish first attempted vigorous movement before entering into an extended 

passive state. The authors used whole-brain calcium imaging of both neurons and glia with 
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two-color light sheet microscopy, and discovered a complex interaction between these 

different circuit elements. The authors found that motor actions without visual feedback 

activates norepinephrine neurons in the medulla, which drive calcium accumulation in 

hindbrain radial glia, which in turn excite local GABAergic neurons to inhibit movement 

(Mu et al. 2019).

A unifying theme of these three studies is the observation that neurons and glia in different 

brain regions can maintain a short-term memory through persistent accumulation of 

evidence related to the effectiveness of motor actions. However, we note that the 

mechanisms of persistent activity can be ambiguous when measured by cytosolic or nuclear 

calcium accumulation in neurons or glia, since slow intracellular calcium changes can 

potentially result from mechanisms other than persistent spiking (Grienberger and Konnerth 

2012). In their studies of short-term motor memory, Kawashima et al. (Kawashima et al. 

2016) used single-cell electrical recordings to show that the persistent memory-related 

calcium signals they observed were also present at the level of phasic spiking. In future 

studies of short-term memory-related persistent activity, it will be important to use 

population voltage imaging (Villette et al. 2019; Abdelfattah et al. 2019) and intracellular 

electrophysiology to analyze the cell autonomous (intracellular signaling pathways and ionic 

conductances) and network level (recurrent connectivity) mechanisms of such persistence in 

neurons and glia. These approaches can determine whether persistent memory-related 

activity in different brain regions and learning tasks use common cellular and circuit 

mechanisms.

Classical conditioning

Several studies have demonstrated that zebrafish larvae are capable of associative learning in 

classical and operant conditioning paradigms. While adult zebrafish can reliably produce 

these behaviors under a number of conditions (Kenney et al. 2017; Darland and Dowling 

2001; Valente et al. 2012; Frank et al. 2019; Lal et al. 2018), the optical accessibility of 

zebrafish generally decreases with age. Therefore, we will focus on those studies that have 

characterized learning tasks in larval zebrafish - particularly head-fixed fish - which hold the 

most promise for applying whole-brain cellular imaging and manipulation.

Two notable studies have trained head-fixed larval fish in visual classical conditioning tasks, 

using light flashes as a conditioned stimulus, and a tactile activation of the tail as an aversive 

unconditioned stimulus. Aizenberg and Schuman (Aizenberg and Schuman 2011) found that 

pairing a moving light with an aversive tactile stimulus over 5–10 trials produced 

conditioned tail movements of 5–6-fold greater velocity than pre-conditioning responses. 

Using calcium imaging of dye-labeled neurons, the authors found cells in the cerebellum, 

but not optic tectum, that acquired light responses after pairing. In a more recent study, 

Harmon et al. (Harmon et al. 2017) found that pairing a 5 s light stimulus with delayed 

electrical stimulation of the tail in paralyzed larvae resulted in the acquisition of conditioned 

fictive swimming to the light stimulus over 20–30 trials. Since the fish were paralyzed, the 

authors were able to apply whole-cell patch clamp recordings to Purkinje cells in the 

cerebellum, and found that the rate of complex and simple spikes change over time during 

learning - with substantial variability across different physiological cell types.
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In both of these studies, the authors found that broad lesions of the cerebellum prevented the 

acquisition of conditioning. Therefore, zebrafish may be a useful model for examining the 

brain-wide networks involved in cerebellum-dependent learning (Raymond and Medina 

2018).

Operant conditioning

In addition to classical conditioning, two groups have demonstrated that head-embedded 

larval zebrafish are capable of operant conditioning. Li (Li 2013), demonstrated that head-

fixed fish can be trained in a closed-loop task where their directional tail movements turn off 

a noxious heat stimulus. Fish learned over 5–10 trials to initiate turns in the conditioned 

direction, and could also be trained to switch the direction of action. Lin et al. (Lin et al. 

2020) expanded upon this work by performing light field imaging during this task to record 

from neurons primarily along the dorsal extent of the rhombencephalon, diencephalon, and 

telencephalon. The authors observed that neurons around the cerebellum and anterior 

hindbrain — ipsilateral to the reinforced tail direction — increased their activity before the 

movement, and that the magnitude of this pre-motor activity grew over the course of 

training. Future studies will benefit from studying more brain regions and cell types during 

this learning task, and expanding the behavioral paradigms to a variety of conditioned motor 

responses and stimulus modalities.

Strategies for improved behavioral assays

Despite the progress made in the studies discussed above, one critical caveat is that the 

expression of learning, and behavioral performance in general, is inconsistent in these 

behavioral tasks for larval zebrafish. Typically, only a fraction of larvae meet the behavioral 

criterion for inclusion in the study. For instance, the number of week-old larvae that show 

learning are reported to be 50% or lower by Lin et al., Harmon et al., and Mu et al. (Mu et 

al. 2019; Harmon et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2020). This variability presents a challenge for 

studies of learning and memory in head-fixed zebrafish larvae (although see (Voelkl et al. 

2020) for advantages), but there are potential approaches to mitigate such concerns (see Box 

2).

Applying large-scale neural activity imaging to older fish may overcome some shortcomings 

in behavioral performance by larvae. For instance, fish in the juvenile age range (~14–28 

days old) are old enough to perform tasks such as spatial learning (Yashina et al. 2019), 

while being young enough to be partially embedded in agarose for imaging (Vendrell-Llopis 

and Yaksi 2015; Palumbo et al. 2019; Matsuda et al. 2017; Andalman et al. 2019). New 

methods for head-fixation (Huang et al. 2020; Torigoe et al. 2019) and deep brain imaging 

(Chow et al. 2020) in mature fish may further enable imaging in older animals, albeit with 

more limited spatial coverage of the brain.

One very promising solution to the compromise between behavioral maturity and brain size/

opacity is the development of a new model system: Danionella translucida (Schulze et al. 

2018; Penalva et al. 2018). These fish are genetically similar to zebrafish, but maintain a 

small and transparent brain and body into adulthood, where they can perform complex 

behaviors such as social communication (Schulze et al. 2018) and reinforcement learning 
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(Penalva et al. 2018). The establishment of head-fixed learning and memory tasks in 

Danionella translucida may therefore allow for whole-brain activity imaging in older 

animals capable of more nuanced and reliable learning.

Opportunities for the analysis of brain-wide engrams

The key advantage of the head-fixed transparent fish preparation is optical access for 

imaging and manipulating of individual neurons across the entire brain during the 

acquisition and expression of learned behavior. Neurons with particular functional properties 

(such as “engram” cells defined by the acquisition of conditioned responses) can be 

identified online to guide precise cellular-level activation or inactivation/ablation 

(Vladimirov et al. 2018; Freeman et al. 2014), enabling the previously inaccessible study of 

the behavioral relevance, network interactions, and physiological basis of brain-wide 

distributed engrams (Figure 2a).

For instance, after online identification of engram neurons (Figure 2a), these cells can be 

activated in each brain region using two-photon optogenetics (Vladimirov et al. 2018; Jiao et 

al. 2018; Dal Maschio et al. 2017). These experiments can determine which sets of neurons 

artificially induce memory recall, and which patterns of brain-wide neural activity are 

evoked by such stimulation (Figure 2b). Are brain-wide neural dynamics similar between 

natural and artificial recall? Does partial engram stimulation preferentially recruit other 

engram neurons? Does activation of multiple engram neurons improve behavioral 

robustness? Selective ablation of those neurons (Vladimirov et al. 2018; Lovett-Barron et al. 

2020) activated by engram cell stimulation can help determine the downstream circuits that 

drive optogenetically-induced recall (Figure 2c). Furthermore, the presence of multiple 

distributed engrams may imply redundancy (Edelman and Gally 2001). Therefore, it is 

important to selectively ablate engram neurons to determine the effects on neural activity 

patterns and conditioned behavior during recall (Figure 2d). Can fish show memory recall 

when subsets of engram neurons are ablated? Which combinations of neurons are required 

for memory expression (Figure 2e)? What are the differences between local (i.e.: 50 neurons 

in one region) and distributed (i.e.: 10 neurons in each of five regions) ablation of engram 

neurons? These experiments can provide important insight into the functional connectivity 

of memory networks, the dynamics of their interactions, and their robustness to perturbation.

Another potential approach could include efforts to measure a complete connectivity matrix 

before and after learning, by combining single cell optogenetic stimulation with voltage 

imaging (Abdelfattah et al. 2019), and/or longitudinal imaging of pre- and post-synaptic 

compartments (Du et al. 2018). These in vivo studies can be complemented with molecular 

and ultrastructural detail, by alignment to post hoc gene expression labeling or connectomics 

(Lovett-Barron et al. 2017, 2020; Hildebrand et al. 2017; Vishwanathan et al. 2017) (Figure 

1d). These and other technical advantages of the head-fixed larval zebrafish make this a 

uniquely advantageous preparation for the study of memory at the cellular and subcellular 

resolutions and brain-wide scale.
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Conclusions

Memories are stored and recalled through the concerted activity of multiple interconnected 

regions - a distributed organization that introduces technical challenges to its study. Here I 

have described how the unique features of the head-fixed behaving larval zebrafish (and 

related preparations) can allow for the study of these memory networks - from single cells 

and synapses to the whole brain. Much as the large, identifiable neurons of Aplysia 
californica were a boon for studying the synaptic basis of memory, the small transparent 

brains of zebrafish will likely provide key insights into the network basis of memory.
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Box 1:

Limitations of defining engrams by activity-dependent gene expression

Many studies in rodents use the expression of activity-dependent genes (“immediate-

early genes”) to label neurons active during a certain behavioral window with transgenic 

and/or viral strategies (Ramirez et al. 2015; DeNardo et al. 2019; Ye et al. 2016; Josselyn, 

Köhler, and Frankland 2015). Unfortunately, these transgenic and viral methods generally 

label neurons that are very strongly active over an hours-long temporal window (in 

contrast, marking neurons by endogenous mRNA expression and subcellular localization 

may be more precise (Brigidi et al. 2019)). Given that neurons can encode behavioral 

features with modest firing rates (Insanally et al. 2019), and neural activity is widespread 

during even very simple tasks (Allen et al. 2019; Steinmetz et al. 2019), these methods 

will fail to label weakly-active engram neurons but erroneously label neurons strongly 

encoding non-specific variables such as motor feedback and arousal state. Alternatively, 

using calcium imaging or electrophysiology to record activity on seconds- or 

milliseconds-long timescales can allow for the application of stricter thresholds for 

identifying experience-dependent cells (i.e.: neurons that acquire a conditioned stimulus 

response after classical conditioning, neurons with persistent activity during short-term 

motor learning, or neurons that encode outcome expectations in operant conditioning). 

However, these methods can only be applied to small numbers of neurons in rodents 

(even if distributed across multiple regions (Allen et al. 2019; Steinmetz et al. 2019)); the 

larval zebrafish is presently the only vertebrate where one can record the activity of 

(nearly) all neurons in the brain at once.
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Box 2:

Challenges and potential solutions to inconsistent learning in larval 
zebrafish

An outstanding problem with studies of learning and memory in larval zebrafish is the 

low rate of learning in the population of larvae tested. One issue is that learning is 

assessed by broad, potentially ambiguous behavioral responses - typically the presence or 

absence of a non-specific tail movement. Future studies may be able to isolate more 

specific conditioned responses by monitoring and/or reinforcing specific patterns of 

muscle tone (Leung et al. 2019), heart rate (Matsuda et al. 2017), eye movements (Miri et 

al. 2011), pectoral/jaw movements (McClenahan, Troup, and Scott 2012), or specific 

patterns of tail kinematics (Marques et al. 2018). Additionally, learning may be 

impoverished when conducted in a head-fixed animal. Therefore, recent advances in 

cellular and near-cellular resolution microscopy in freely behaving fish (Cong et al. 2017; 

Kim et al. 2017; Marques et al. 2020) may permit the use of more robust learning assays. 

Behavioral variability in larvae may also result from differences in gene expression 

(Pantoja et al. 2016), developmental progression (Singleman and Holtzman 2014), and 

social/environmental history (Wee et al. 2020; Groneberg et al. 2020). Fluctuating levels 

of baseline alertness (Lovett-Barron et al. 2017) could also influence learning (Aston-

Jones and Cohen 2005). Better measurement and control of these internal and external 

factors may increase the reliability of behavioral performance in larvae.
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Highlights

• Neurons encoding experiences are distributed across the vertebrate brain

• Learning and memory can be studied in the small transparent larval zebrafish

• Non-associative learning can recruit persistent activity in multiple brain 

regions

• Associative learning can drive diverse dynamics in the cerebellum

• New behavioral and optical approaches can allow for analysis of distributed 

engrams
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Figure 1. Whole-brain activity imaging for studies of distributed engrams
a) Schematic of limited imaging field in rodents. Only a small part of the network can be 

recorded during behavior b) Schematic of brain-wide imaging field in larval zebrafish. The 

entire network can be recorded during behavior. c) Brain-wide activity imaging in fish 

expressing genetically-encoded calcium indicators in all neurons. Example traces at right 

(Lovett-Barron, unpublished observations). d) Schematic showing how live brain neural 

activity imaging can be aligned to gene expression labeling (Lovett-Barron et al. 2017, 

2020) or electron microscopy (Hildebrand et al. 2017; Vishwanathan et al. 2017) of the same 

cells, to link in vivo activity with molecular identity and connectivity.
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Figure 2. Opportunities for probing distributed engrams with optical studies in zebrafish
a) Schematic showing online identification of “engram” neurons across the brain during 

learning, to target for cellular-level manipulations.b) Optogenetic activation of “engram” 

neurons, while monitoring behavior and the activity of all “engram” and “non-engram” 

neurons.c) Repeating the experiments in panel “b”, but with selective ablation of follower 

neurons activated by optogenetic stimulation of engram cells.d) Selective ablation of 

“engram” neuron populations, while monitoring behavior and the activity of all “engram” 

and “non-engram” neurons.e) Testing the effects of combinatorial ablation on neural activity 

and behavior.
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